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Assessment Tool 1 (3 pp)

INSTEAD OF
  a and/or b
  accompany
  accomplish
  accorded
  accordingly
  accrue
  accurate
  additional
  address
  addressees
  addressees are requested
  adjacent to
  advantageous
  adversely impact on
  advise
  afford an opportunity
  aircraft
  allocate
  anticipate
  a number of
  apparent
  appreciable
  appropriate
  approximate
  arrive onboard
  as a means of
  ascertain
  as prescribed by
  assist, assistance
  attain
  attempt
  at the present time
  be advised
  benefit
  by means of
  capability
  caveat
  close proximity
  combat environment
  combined
  commence
  comply with
  component
  comprise
  concerning
  consequently

TRY
  a or b or both
  go with
  carry out, do
  given
  so
  add, gain
  correct, exact, right
  added, more, other
  discuss
  you
  (omit), please
  next to
  helpful
  hurt, set back
  recommend, tell
  allow, let
  plane
  divide
  expect
  some
  clear, plain
  many
  (omit), proper, right
  about
  arrive
  to
  find out, learn
  in, under
  aid, help
  meet
  try
  at present, now
  (omit)
  help
  by, with
  ability
  warning
  near
  combat
  joint
  begin, start
  follow
  part
  form, include, make up
  about, on
  so

INSTEAD OF
  consolidate
  constitutes
  contains
  convene
  currently
  deem
  delete
  demonstrate
  depart
  designate
  desire
  determine
  disclose
  discontinue
  disseminate
  due to the fact that
  during the period
  effect modifications
  elect
  eliminate
  employ
  encounter
  endeavor
  ensure
  enumerate
  equipments
  equitable
  establish
  evidenced
  evident
  exhibit
  expedite
  expeditious
  expend
  expertise
  expiration
  facilitate
  failed to
  feasible
  females
  finalize
  for a period of
  for example,______etc.
  forfeit
  forward
  frequently

TRY
  combine, join, merge
  is, forms, makes up
  has
  meet
  (omit), now
  believe, consider, think
  cut, drop
  prove, show
  leave
  appoint, choose, name
  want, wish
  decide, figure, find
  show
  drop, stop
  give, issue, pass, send
  due to, since
  during
  make changes
  choose, pick
  cut, drop, end
  use
  meet
  try
  make sure
  count
  equipment
  fair
  set up, prove, show
  showed
  clear
  show
  hasten, speed up
  fast, quick
  spend
  ability
  end
  ease, help
  didn't
  can be done, workable
  women
  complete, finish
  for
  for example, such as
  give up, lose
  send
  often

Source: http://www.plainlanguage.gov/howto/wordsuggestions/simplewords.cfm
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  function
  furnish
  has a requirement for
  herein
  heretofore
  herewith
  however
  identical
  identify
  immediately
  impacted
  implement
  in accordance with
  in addition
  in an effort to
  inasmuch as
  in a timely manner
  inception
  incumbent upon
  indicate
  indication
  initial
  initiate
  in lieu of
  in order that
  in order to
  in regard to
  in relation to
  inter alia
  interface
  interpose no objection
  in the amount of
  in the event of
  in the near future
  in the process of
  in view of
  in view of the above
  is applicable to
  is authorized to
  is in consonance with
  is responsible for
  it appears
  it is
  it is essential
  it is requested
  liaison
  limited number

  act, role, work
  give, send
  needs
  here
  until now
  below, here
  but
  same
  find, name, show
  at once
  affected, changed
  carry out, start
  by, following, per, under
  also, besides, too
  to
  since
  on time, promptly
  start
  must
  show, write down
  sign
  first
  start
  instead
  for, so
  to
  about, concerning, on
  about, with, to
  (omit)
  meet, work with
  don't object
  for
  if
  shortly, soon
  (omit)
  since
  so
  applies to
  may
  agrees with, follows
  (omit) handles
  seems
  (omit)
  must, need to
  please, we request, I request
  discussion
  limits

  magnitude
  maintain
  maximum
  methodology
  minimize
  minimum
  modify
  monitor
  necessitate
  notify
  not later than 10 May
  not later than 1600
  notwithstanding
  numerous
  objective
  obligate
  observe
  on a _________basis
  operate
  optimum
  option
  parameters
  participate
  perform
  permit
  pertaining to
  portion
  possess
  practicable
  preclude
  previous
  previously
  prioritize
  prior to
  proceed
  procure
  proficiency
  promulgate
  provide
  provided that
  provides guidance for
  purchase
  pursuant to
  reflect
  regarding
  relative to
  relocate

  size
  keep, support
  greatest, largest, most
  method
  decrease, method
  least, smallest
  change
  check, watch
  cause, need
  let know, tell
  by 10 May, before 11 May
  by 1600
  inspite of, still
  many
  aim, goal
  bind, compel
  see
  (omit)
  run, use, work
  best, greatest, most
  choice, way
  limits
  take part
  do
  let
  about, of, on
  part
  have, own
  practical
  prevent
  earlier
  before
  rank
  before
  do, go ahead, try
  (omit)
  skill
  issue, publish
  give, offer, say
  if
  guides
  buy
  by, following, per, under
  say, show
  about, of, on
  about, on
  move

Source: http://www.plainlanguage.gov/howto/wordsuggestions/simplewords.cfm
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  remain
  remainder
  remuneration
  render
  represents
  request
  require
  requirement
  reside
  retain
  said, some, such
  selection
  set forth in
  similar to
  solicit
  state-of-the-art
  subject
  submit
  subsequent
  subsequently
  substantial
  successfully complete
  sufficient
  take action to
  terminate
  the month of
  there are
  therefore
  therein
  there is
  thereof
  the undersigned
  the use of
  this activity, command
  timely
  time period
  transmit
  type
  under the provisions of
  until such time as
  utilize, utilization
  validate
  viable
  vice

  stay
  rest
  pay, payment
  give, make
  is
  ask
  must, need
  need
  live
  keep
  the, this, that
  choice
  in
  like
  ask for, request
  latest
  the, this, your
  give, send
  later, next
  after, later, then
  large, much
  complete, pass
  enough
  (omit)
  end, stop
  (omit)
  (omit)
  so
  there
  (omit)
  its, their
  I
  (omit)
  us, we
  prompt
  (either one)
  send
  (omit)
  under
  until
  use
  confirm
  practical, workable
  instead of, versus

  warrant
  whereas
  with reference to
  with the exception of
  witnessed
  your office
  / (slash)

  call for, permit
  because, since
  about
  except for
  saw
  you
  and, or

Source: http://www.plainlanguage.gov/howto/wordsuggestions/simplewords.cfm

Assessment Tool 2

Checklist for CDC's Clear Communications Index
Before You Begin, Ask Yourself:
1.       Who is my primary audience?
2.       What do I know about the health literacy skills of my audience?
3.       What is my primary communication objective?
4.       What is the main message statement in the material?

Part A: Core (applies to all materials)

Main Message and Call to Action

1.  Does the material contain one main message statement?
2. Is the main message at the top, beginning, or front of the material?
3.  Is the main message emphasized with visual cues?
4.  Does the material contain at least one visual that conveys or supports the main message?
5.  Does the material include one or more calls to action for the primary audience?

Language
6. Do both the main message and the call to action use the active voice?
7. Does the material always use words the primary audience uses?

Information Design
8. Does the material use bulleted or numbered lists?
9. Is the material organized in chunks with headings?
10. Is the most important information the primary audience needs summarized in the first paragraph or
section?

State of the Science
11. Does the material explain what authoritative sources, such as subject matter experts and agency
spokespersons, know and don’t know about the topic?

Part B: Behavioral Recommendations
12. Does the material include one or more behavioral recommendations for the primary audience?
13. Does the material explain why the behavioral recommendation(s) is important to the primary audience?
12. Does the behavioral recommendation(s) include specific directions about how to perform the behavior?

Part C: Numbers
15. Does the material always present numbers the primary audience uses?
16. Does the material always explain what the numbers mean?
17. Does the audience have to conduct mathematical calculations? (NO gets a check)

Part D: Risk – if relevant
18. Does the material explain the nature of the risk?
19. Does the material address both the risks and benefits of the recommended behaviors?
20. If the material uses numeric probability to describe risk, is the probability also explained with words or a
visual?

Calculate the Total Score for the Material (90% "yes" for relevant items is good)
Source: Adapted from CDC's Clear Communication Index Score Sheet (https://www.cdc.gov/ccindex/pdf/full-index-score-sheet.pdf )
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Bloom’s levels = a continuum of cognitive complexity

(2001 revision)

Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Objectives

(c) Gottfredson and Stroh

Eliminate needless burdens

Poor writing
Written for wrong audience
Uses passive voice
Not concise, wordy
Awkward, confusing sentences
Uses big words when simple ones will do
Uses abstract ideas when concrete ones OK
Specialized terms not explained
Abbreviations not explained
Numbers not explained
Information not put in context
Poor selection of information
Unnecessary background info
Too much theory
Visuals not used when would clarify text
Visuals are irrelevant or confusing
Little or no "to do" advice
"To do" advice not specific
No way given to get more information
Poor organization of information
Main point not clear at outset
Little or no chunking of ideas
Chunking not logical or systematic
Content does not match headings
Too few headings
Headings not informative
Lists not bulleted

Needless complexity
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Anticipate errors

Major sources of task complexity
Inherent (inescapable) complexity
Increases difficulty beginning at this Bloom level
Increases difficulty at all Bloom levels
Remember
Change
Recall key facts
Circumstances change
Situation not as expected
Understand
Recognize operation of unseen physical processes
Situation changing rapidly
Explain timing & sequencing of interdependent tasks
New & evolving knowledge
Correctly interpret specialized terms & concepts
New opportunities
Identify relevant similarities and differences
New risks
Anticipate lag times
New rules
Apply
Uncertainty
Use familiar procedures in familiar situations
Ambiguity
Calculate amounts
Novelty
Select appropriate tool or procedure
Unpredictability
Carry out all steps in a procedure
Inadequate information
Carry out steps in proper order & at proper time
Inexact relation of means to ends
Respond quickly to unexpected problems
Uncertain or unknown outcomes
Coordinate interdependent tasks
Frequent false alarms
Make if-then decisions (use decision tree)
Harm not visible
Analyze
Functional interdependence
Adjust solutions to fit evolving problems
Processes interdependent
Update knowledge independently
Tasks conflict (tradeoffs)
Identify potential causes
Unintended effects (side effects)
Detect relationships & patterns
More to do
Weigh pros & cons
More information to consider
Integrate multiple sources of information
More tasks to coordinate
Pick out most important information
Not adequate time to do them
Predict results of interdependent processes
Complex system to control
Evaluate (against an external standard)
Need to block ingrained responses
Monitor results
Outdated knowledge
Identify problem situations quickly
Misconceptions
Detect anomolies
Bad habits
Detect hazards
Expecting the usual in new situations
Spot signs and symptoms
Create
Plan ahead
Create contingency plans
Combine information to create something new
Develop hypotheses to explain results

Check all items that apply to your educational material or plan.

Checklist for assessing cognitive burdens in learning and doing self-care
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ASSESSMENT TOOL 5

Checklist for assessing patient's cognitive resources, help, & drains in learning and doing self-care
tasks
Check all items that apply to this patient or group.

Cognitive resources available to patient
Own cognitive ability level (under favorable conditions)
Single Item Literacy Screen

“How often do you need to have someone help you when you
read instructions, pamphlets, or other written material from
your doctor or pharmacy?”
Patient's
response

Literacy
level

(check one)

Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

Very low

Risk of critical
Extra
error
cognitive help
needed
Strong
Very high

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate to
high

Minimal

Occasional

Cognitive help from other people
Family
Good
So-so
None
Negative (confuse, burden, discourage, misinform, etc.)
Neighborhood & friends
Good
So-so
None
Negative
Support groups
Good
So-so
None
Negative

Emotional
Anger
Anxiety
Depression
Famiy conflict
Fear
Frustration
Shame
Worry
Other (please specify)

Physical
Alcohol & drugs
Fatigue
Hunger
Illness
Medication
Pain
Sleep deprived
Other (please specify)

Situational
Distractions
Interruptions
Lack of privacy
Noise polution
Temperature too hot or cold
Time pressure
Difficult work or family schedule
Other (please specify)

Health care providers
Good
So-so
None
Negative

(c) Gottfredson and Stroh

Cognitive drains likely to interfere with patient
fully using available cognitive resources
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Examples for Discussion

Using insulin: Version 1

Handout for discussion

2

Using insulin: Version 2

Handout for discussion

3

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Time
(breakfast)
Blood Sugar
Medicine
Time
(lunch)
Blood Sugar
Medicine
Time
(dinner)
Blood Sugar
Medicine
Time (bed)
Blood Sugar
Medicine

Handout for discussion

4

Handout for discussion

5

Typical literacy items, by difficulty level
Daily self-maintenance in modern literate societies
NALS
difficulty
level (&
scores)

5

% US adults
peaking at this level
Prose
3%

Docu
3%

17%

15%

32%

31%

27%

28%

(0-225)

17%  Use eligibility pamphlet to calculate SSI benefits (Q)

31%  Calculate miles per gallon from mileage record chart (Q)

25%  Determine difference in price between 2 show tickets (Q)
 Locate intersection on street map (D)

(225-275)

1

4%  Use calculator to determine cost of carpet for a room (Q)

 Write brief letter explaining error on credit card bill (P)

(275-325)

2

Quant

 Explain difference between 2 types of employee benefits (P)

(325-375)

3

National Adult Literacy Survey (NALS), 1993)

 Use table of information to compare 2 credit cards (D)

(375-500)

4

Simulated everyday tasks

21%

23%

22% Total bank deposit entry (Q)
 Locate expiration date on driver’s license (P)

6

Handout for discussion

What makes some items more difficult?
“Information processing complexity”
NALS
difficulty
level
(scores)

5

Three
% US scales,
adults
same results
Prose
3%

Docu
3%

17%

15%

17%  Use eligibility pamphlet to calculate SSI benefits (Q)

32%

31%

31%  Calculate miles perabstractness
gallon from mileage
of record
info chart (Q)

27%

28%

(0-225)



 distracting information

25%  Determine difference in price between 2 show tickets (Q)
 Locate intersection on street map (D)

(225-275)

1



of2 inference
 Explain difference level
between
types of employee benefits (P)
 Write brief letter explaining error on credit card bill (P)

(275-325)

2

4%  Use calculator to determine cost of carpet for a room (Q)

 number of features to match

(325-375)

3

Elements of “process complexity”
 Use table of information to compare 2 credit cards (D)

(375-500)

4

Quant

Adult Literacy Survey, 1993)

21%

23%

Notentry
reading
22% Total bank deposit
(Q) per se,

but “problem

solving”
 Locate expiration
date on driver’s license (P)

7

Handout for discussion

Matrix of cognitive risk

Error rate
(%)
at mean
score

100
80

Cognitive risk

60

Column1 1
200

40

20

NALS

20

55(hardest)

34

0

Literacy level:
Mean score:

1

2
3
200 250
5
300 3504
400

12

1

3

Cognitive burden

Cognitive resources

Handout for discussion

8

Strategy for DSME/T
Hi

Hi

1.
2.
3.
4.

Focus on patient’s biggest risks
Simplify task, if possible
Target instruction to ability level
Sequence learning objectives by
complexity of cognitive processes

Cognitive ability

Cognitive ability

How?

Pace instruction
Lo

Lo

Lo

Task complexity

Hi

Handout for discussion

9

Handout for discussion

10

Handout for discussion

11

Macaroni and cheese

Handout for discussion

12

Grilled Chicken

Handout for discussion

13

Hazelnut Liquid Creamer

Handout for discussion

14

Handout for discussion

15

Handout for discussion

16

Increasing Physical Activity by using a Pedometer.

The goal is to track your steps to increase by 10% each week during the month.

•

Do you have an activity tracker or pedometer?

•

Now could be a good time to purchase an inexpensive option OR if not, you can always download a FREE pedometer app and keep your
cell phone in your pocket.

•

At the end of each week during the month, your goal is:
1. Increase steps by 10%
OR
2. Reach an average of 10,000 steps per day over the course of one week (TOTAL of 70,000 steps)

•

How to track steps:

•

Use a Pedometer, Activity Tracker, or Pedometer App on your phone to log steps at the end of each day

•

Log TOTAL STEPS at the end of the week (if you reach at least 70,000 steps at the end of the week.

•

Take your total steps and multiply by 1.1 (this increases that number by 10%)

•

Your new goal for the next week is to INCREASE YOUR STEPS BY 10%

Handout for discussion

17

Handout for discussion

18

Handout for discussion

19

Measuring blood sugar: Version 1

Handout for discussion

20

Measuring blood sugar: Version 2

Handout for discussion

21

Date

Time

Handout for discussion

Blood Glucose

Other
Information

22

Date

Before Breakfast

2 hours after
breakfast

Sunday

Before lunch

Monday

2 hours after
lunch

Tuesday

Before dinner

Wednesday

2 hour after
dinner

Thursday

Bedtime

Friday

Saturday

Time
(breakfast)
Blood Sugar
Medicine
Time
(lunch)
Blood Sugar
Medicine
Time
(dinner)
Blood Sugar
Medicine
Time (bed)
Blood Sugar
Medicine

Handout for discussion

23

Handout for discussion

24

Using syringes: Version 1

Handout for discussion

26

Using syringes: Version 2

Handout for discussion

27

Needle safety: Version 1

Handout for discussion

28

Needle safety: Version 2

Handout for discussion

29

Calculating Your Insulin Doses
Continue your long-acting insulin: 11 units daily. Your goal is to wake up with blood
sugars between 100-150 as much as possible. Cover food with 1:20 ratios at breakfast
and lunch and 1:13 at dinner. Correct blood sugars higher than 120 (as long as it’s been
at least 3 hours since the last fast-acting insulin dose) with blood sugar minus 120 and
divide by 60.

Handout for discussion

30

Handout for discussion

31

Traveling with Diabetes
1.

Plan Ahead

2.

Talk to your healthcare provider

3.

Pack everything you need

4.

Know TSA rules

5.

Keep everything with you

6.

Know your time zone

7.

Know when to take medication

8.

Get information about how to prevent DVTs

9.

Protect yourself against dehydration on long plane trips

10.

Guard against infection; use hand sanitizer

11.

Plan for activity

12.

Plan for local foods

13.

Always have a glucose source

14.

Be ready for disruptions in schedules, lost luggage, etc.
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Handout for discussion

32

Handout for discussion

33

IPQ-DM

Handout for discussion

34

